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LAUNCHED: COUACH REVEALS NEW 20‐METER YACHT
French yacht builder is proud to announce the successful launch of his latest 20‐meter yacht in early
November. A modern custom project for a repeated client.

A STRONG YEAR FOR COUACH
Couach is celebrating the end of a strong year – already two yacht deliveries – with conclusion of an
exciting project. The yacht sits at the heart of the line‐up of Couach yachts savoir‐faire.
Preparing for delivery, the yacht meets the specific expectations of its owners. All her philosophy is
about conviviality. The owners are planning to cruise several days with family and friends.

AN INNOVATIVE AND WELCOMING YACHT
The 20.20‐metre vessel has a sporty, streamlined and elegant profile ensuring a timeless style. Inside,
made in a luxurious finish and a chic French design for which the Couach superyachts are renowned,
the spacious interiors are bright with natural colors – pastel green, off‐white, beige – promising its
owners and guests, a relaxing atmosphere. Due to the brand landmarks, the boat will offer navigability,
practicality and safety.
Constructed with a GRP hull as for superstructure and flybridge, this fast‐planing vessel measures 20.20
metres and features exterior design by Couach as interiors. The yacht has a beam of 4.76 metres and a
draft of just 1.10 metres.
A 20‐metre yacht with plenty of exciting new features such as an aft open galley conveniently located
between the two dining spaces both exterior and interior, huge deck spaces designed to incorporate
any recreative features as in the cockpit or the flybridge areas. To complete, a surprising large swim
platform will be a hive of activity for those who enjoy spending time in and by the water. The space can
be adapted to different set‐ups depending on owner preference, with freestanding furniture.
The accommodation sleeps a maximum of 6 guests, with the Owner’s suite placed upon the main deck
allowing natural light to flood into the cabin below via the skylight.
Designed to be operated by Owners or a crew of up to two professionals with easy maintenance and
operation, there is ample storage for marine equipment and accommodation for the crew below the aft
deck.
Powered by twin Volvo D13 900 R5 engines, the Couach 2000 has a 3.400‐litre fuel tank.

ABOUT COUACH
Couach is a world‐renowned French shipbuilder with a broad spectrum of products tailored to Clients’
expectations, from high volume series serial production to uniquely designed and built full‐custom boats. With
hulls ranging from 11m up to 50m, Established in the Arcachon Bay, the French shipyard has been building since
1897 the finest boats with an outstanding level of quality and engineering.
Couach designs, builds and provides maintenance of its seaworthy boats, built in the highest quality. The French
yard also provides a global offer of international services, from training, technical support, after sales and
maintenance.
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